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Towards Political Optimism

It is common, when one is a young man entering a career, especially in literary or artistic studies, to be
charmed by despair and to have a taste for ruins. The image of the poètes maudits is cultivated. We let
ourselves be seduced by the disillusioned dandyism. We succumb to the temptation of the black flag
inclined on the skull of pessimism. The beauty of ruins attracts. The vestiges are a curious dizziness. We
go for the last of the Mohicans; We live as Dance Prince Salina in The Leopard. We cherish chaos, and
we love despair. “Siamo tutti sull'olorlo della disperazione,” says the writer Jep Gambardella in la
Grande Bellezza (The Great Beauty) by Paolo Sorrentino. The darkness becomes a luxury and cynicism a
refinement on a terrace in Rome.

The attraction to such giddiness is the residue of a tired and insipid romanticism. The ruins of
Heidelberg Castle astonish with their melancholy; The gloom of stones nips at the most sensitive rope
of the heart. The pianist Waltraut Laurence plays Chopin nocturnes. It is a postcard décor for the
student of Sumerian, who is also a fencer, dressed in Canali, making love in the moonlight. The beauty
of decadence has sumptuousness, it is true. Despair is made for poetry and not for politics. Léo Ferré
and his ridiculous, surrealist verses please the babes at the Sorbonne; Baudelaire, alive in the heart of a
high school student, mixes death with grace, darkness with sad and cold beauty supreme. A desperate
guy who does not commit suicide is, on the other hand, an impostor. Cesare Pavese, he went to the
very end, and those who did not join him, while they sing hymns with Subutex and odes with Prozac,
can only be small versions of depression. But then again, none of this ever makes it into politics.

Too often, the nationalists, taken in the broad sense, from conservatives to monarchists, from
sovereigntists to traditional Catholics, have integrated defeat and decadence into their software.
Through sheer compliancy, they value failure. They affect to lose in order to say that they were right;
prefer to give up in order to say they are victims and being persecuted, feeding controversy rather than
taking responsibility. The logic of annuity and cynicism of some is buttressed by the pessimistic
romanticism of others. Those who denounce the decadence of postmodernity, often have nothing to
propose and are engaged in the terrible parody of a fight. We play the reactionaries. Cioran had already
understood everything: “The doctrine of the Fall makes a powerful appeal to reactionaries of whatever
stripe; the most hardened and the most lucid among them know, moreover, what recourse it offers for
the glamour of revolutionary optimism. Is it not the invariability of human nature to devote oneself
without remedy for collapse and corruption?”
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The romantic sighs, modern man sneers. The first loves what falls, the other that which brings about the
fall. The one loves Vezelay, the other sees a spectacle in the fire of the Notre-Dame. The sneer, in
postmodernity, is the devil that laughs, that no one condemns. We worship those who complain, sulk,
and grumble. But we are harmless - our side likes a less festive, less brilliant decadence - that's all. We
go, like vanities, in the pursuit of deconstruction. We are the scrubs on duty. We play refractory Gauls,
right-wing Mélenchonians. But how many really want a victory? The question deserves to be asked
from the Menhir to certain cadres of major political parties. “You, jihadis, we will win because we are the
most dead,” said Philippe Muray. The West is now producing magnificent losers wearing Bermuda
shorts.

It is a vague idea of decadence peculiar to Spengler that a philosopher like Michel Onfray has spread
outside his borders. He deserves credit for having supported the yellow vests and denounced
Maastrichtian Europe. But this habit of never making the horrific qualitative leap; this almost complacent
way of justifying decadence and decline as a fatal fact is unbearable. Is the horizon on fire? After me the
flood! Are the suburbs on fire? Let's stay stylish! Notre-Dame lies in ruin? Let's drink good wine! This too
easy posture is of the petty bourgeoisie. When we are looking at the storm on the mainland, it is fine to
prophecy with detachment. But when you are in the eye of the storm, living in, what Christophe Guilluy
calls, “peripheral France,” when you are masked and employed, and when you suffer the
consequences of a happy globalization, supported by bad, liberal and Europeanist policies, social
dumping and the appalling conditions of an alienating wage-earner as well as the consequences of
uncontrolled demography, massive immigration and the problem of assimilation - the great
disestablishment and the great replacement - in short, accepting to be scattered like a puzzle in the
pleasure of bon vivant epicureanism - is total nonsense.

At the historical and anthropological level, let us not be fooled either. Civilizations are born, grow and
disappear. In his sermon on the fall of Rome, Saint Augustine explains very well, in the aftermath of the
sack of the Eternal City in 410, that the world is made up of this kind of movement - appearance and
disappearance. The Phoenicians have disappeared. Sparta the great is a field of pebbles. The Venice of
the Doges no longer exists. Even though it is a given of history, admitting the end, crossing your arms,
taking a nap in the time of battle, letting go, is a sign of defeat. Because she imagined herself decadent
in a kind of enlightened catastrophism, Rome guarded against decadence; the moment she felt herself
falter, she straightened up – and that at many points in her history.

The decadence of the elites was a factor in the French Revolution. As Chateaubriand aptly put it, the
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nobility, by the yardstick of 1789, had reached the “age of vanities.” The aristocracy of the second half of
the eighteenth century ended up largely autistic, admittedly refined, but it only played its role in a
subdued manner. The Castaners and the Schiappas were already there, just in more powder, in frock
coats and taffeta dresses. The urban bourgeoisie, organized, born out of entrepreneurship, investing
power with the urgent idea of borrowing and reforming, had triumphed. The revolution was the
replacement of a dominant class by another dominant class, formed, united, structured. Necker's heir
was Giscard. One was finance minister, the other a financier who became king of France. We are still
there.

The Fall fascinates. Falling certainly pleases, but getting up less so. We must fight. To stave off decline,
we need to come up with a Renaissance vision of our nation: putting life, spirit and muscle back where
it's needed. Atheists will speak of rebirth, the brothers in the faith of resurrection, one in the other,
whether we believe in Heaven or we do not believe in it, the idea remains the same: to get out of this
long winter.

Christians speak of the virtue of hope; Antonio Gramsci is “pessimistic in intelligence, optimist in will.”
And Charles Maurras added, “All despair in politics is absolute nonsense. In war, the partisans of defeat
are shot. To be pessimistic is to give up. The first idea of organizational empiricism, as Maurras thought,
is a positive dynamic “to take advantage of the joys of the past with a view to the future that every well-
born mind wishes for its country.” Whether you are a Catholic or an atheist, from Action Française or
close to Alain de Benoist, you have to survive the nihilism that plagues both the left and the right. The
question for Christians is simple: Christ resurrected; He put death to death. If, in fact, in Augustine, the
decline of a civilization is part of a divine plan, Christianity should not be denied the light that emerges
from darkness, the truth of lies. The Church, the one that did not reform, has kept a sense of tradition.

No doubt, on the other side, we saw Nietzsche as a nihilist. Julien Rochedy has explained the opposite,
in his current book, Nietzsche l’actuel (Nietzsche Today). Who announces the death of God? A fool,
looking for a man in a square, with his lantern, at noon. With the death of God comes the fall of values
and disaster; man must come to the death of God and build a new system of values. Nietzsche saw it
all: money replacing God; Cohn Bendit and his clique, constituting their own morality, hideous to
ordinary people; the freeloaders in Lacoste; generalized barbarism and the vegan cotton swabs, their
green hair puffed up with resentment. Civilization produced men who were held back only by
themselves; the barbarism was of men who let off steam. Nowadays, civilization has become
poisonous, vaccinated, masked, confined, in this time of Covid.
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One would say of the nationalist that he is nostalgic; that he sees, soured and bitter, France in the rear-
view mirror of centuries. He is backward-looking. Make no mistake: it is in the perpetuation of a heritage
that he establishes his hope. To defend is to think that the thing being defended is fixed, soon to be
mortal. Defense pushes towards sanctuarization; it enacts, by the very word itself, the proper end of
what it thinks it is defending. A patriot, whether he is a believer or not, is not on the ramparts; he takes
possession of his kingdom. Our role is not to hold onto Minas Tirith, while waiting to take catapult fire;
but, on the contrary, to mount horses like the Rohirim against Sauron's armies.

To exemplify requires vitality and horizon. When we exemplify, we perpetuate, we incarnate, we fully
dress the traditions. These traditions are no more because they are already inhabited, dressed. There is
no point in stirring the remains of the ashes; it is necessary to perpetuate the sacred fire. An exemplary
Catholic, participates in masses, in services, does his Lent. It is up to the French to exemplify their
history, to serve their language, to sing their own songs and to live. Mohammedans are in Ramadan;
God bless them! Let’s do our penances. Those who criticize a possible invasion, deplore a country
which is no longer Christian and which is no longer theirs, are the first to pig out on Good Friday, to
make absolutely no effort, not even to want to get out of the baptism in which they were once plunged.
They behave like being violently anti-clerical for no reason, and subscribe to all progressivism. They are
the first to say that the Church is rich, too rich, but never criticize a financier who has just taken office at
the Elysee Palace. In the first case, it is unacceptable to have finely embroidered silk chasubles from
Gammarelli; on the other, the personal enrichment of a powdered petty investor does not bother
anyone. However, let us remember this sentence from André Suarès: “Whether he likes it or not, the
Frenchman has the Gospel in his blood. It is only through involvement that tradition, and therefore the
Church, can remain. Open the churches, sing the Te Deum, read Raban's Veni Creator Spiritus, put manly
abbots in office. They will come back!

Optimism in politics also stems from faith in youth. It is often judged torn between crass consumerism,
the accelerated cretinization of social networks, its exalted leftism, or its way of conceiving nations as
hotels. Yet Attali’s speech has aged terribly because reality has proved him wrong. Leftism, which has
become an exacting orthodoxy, irritates even those who like to barbecue to block off college because
vegans have put their twigs in there.

At the back, outside the parties, there are many of us. The youth are more and more won over to our
ideas. Whether on the side of YouTubers, intellectuals and journalists, nationalists work a lot, produce a
lot, innovate, militate, debate in the public square. Let’s pay tribute to the forces at the back. A whole
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young generation is doing the popularization work necessary to understand sovereignist and nationalist
ideas, and seeks to give the love of France to young people: Simon Bavastro in Nice; Valek in
Montpellier; Papacito in Toulouse; Greg Toussaint, Baptiste Marchais also in the center of France. We
also have our media. We cannot go through all the Web TVs, magazines, newspapers which, (and La
Nef is one of them), promote our ideas. Let us just mention TV Libertés, Sud Radio, Elements, France
soir, Présents, Eurolibertés, Boulevard Voltaire, Radio Courtoisie, RT France and many others. A
multitude of intellectuals occupy the area of sovereignist or conservative ideas. Let us just mention
economists like Jacques Sapir, Olivier Delamarche, Pierre Jovanovic; historians like Professor Bernard
Lugan or Thierry Lentz and Emmanuel de Waresquiel; jurists and legal professionals, such as, Pierre
Yves Rougeyron, Damien Viguier, Regis de Castelnau or Gregor Puppinck; but also philosophers and
sociologists, such, as Olivier Rey, Alain Bessonnet, Pierre Magnard and Matthieu Bock-Côté. Together,
they are the prized who have never stopped laboring away; some of them use social media to
disseminate their ideas. We must also mention Charles Gave of the l’Institut des libertés, Cercle
Richelieu, Cercle Prudhon, Cercle Aristote, Action Française, the Apollon Institute of Jean Messiha, for
example. At the back, we have the intelligence, the youth, the information and the means to oppose
deconstruction, and to build on solid foundations a thought, an identity, a national work. When such real
people protest about a burnt church, the dissolution of Génération identitaire, they do not disguise
themselves; they do not fool around; they do not put on a spectacle, unlike what the leftists do. We see
solid men and elegant women. But all that is missing among the political establishment.

So, what is to be done? Что делать? Hot question! First of all, be who we are – shamelessly. Then do as
the Captain of the Hussars Lugan: go where the cannon-ball strikes. Then, exemplify our traditions,
reinvest in our history, pass on and seek to inherit. Let us regain our respect and our self-esteem. They
have gouged out the eyes and tore off the hands of real people. Now they mask real people, confine
them, jab them. In both cases, they never cease to insult, with appalling class contempt; these “eaters
of fries,” these people who “smoke cigarettes and run on diesel.” They adulate the people, as long as
they don't see their dirty faces, as Jules Renard used to say.

We will have to return to the collective. We are far too divided to be able to rule. All that will come after
we stop fighting among ourselves, putting up obstacles for each other, and tearing each other apart.
The great evil of nationalists is to consider that the other is not simply that but that he is a traitor. The
anti-racists peck at each other; they will devour each other; the revolution eats its children. We will see
the Seine carrying the corpses of enemies. Let the Corbaques feast. And then let us feast on their
downfall!
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If we don't want to be a piece of the puzzle of a big parody, we have to build something now - on every
level. We will not engage in any real politics if we do not first win back our sovereignty by defiance, and
take back our independence from Brussels, Germany, and technocracy. We must also break with
technocracy, and with the worn-out urgency of having to make liberal reforms, as if the key to politics
were only through reform, reducing spending, paying a parasitic debt. Historical stuttering, at least its
threat, is the last bulwark, the last mental bunker, which remains for those in power. United, allied,
determined, we will be able to achieve the rebirth of our country. At the very end, will come this
dilemma: revolution or election? Political vanguard or faith in democracy? But then, again, before we
get to this point, let's get up, sing together, rebuild, and then go for it. Then, the laurel will bloom again!

Nicolas Kinosky is at the Centres des Analyses des Rhétoriques Religieuses de l'Antiquité. This articles
appears through the very kind courtesy La Nef. Translation from the French by N. Dass.

The featured image shows, "Château Gaillard, Les Andelys, France," by Herbert Edwin Pelham Hughes-
Stanton; painted in 1907.
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